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List of Acronyms

Table 1. Acronyms

Acronym Definition

RTD Resistance Temperature Detector

THEC The heat exchange chamber

UART Universal Asynchronous
Receiver-Transmitter

UPM User and Product Manual

1.0 Introduction
This User and Product Manual (UPM) provides the information necessary for homeowners, building
owners and installers to effectively use the Heat Exchange Chamber (THEC) and provide prototype
documentation. This THEC uses free geothermal energy and sunlight conversion to provide cooling and
heating for houses or small buildings. This THEC is intended to be installed in tempered climate with a
deep ground temperature several degrees Celsius below 24 degrees Celsius and with sufficient sunlight
availability year round.

The document is structured into seven sections including introduction. Section 2 provides an overview of
the system. Section 3 provides quick getting started instructions. Section 4 provides detailed information
to use and operate the system. Section 5 provides instructions to troubleshoot the system and get user
support. Section 6 provides details on how the product is designed and built. Finally, section 7 provides
concluding remarks and future work to improve the system.

This User and Product Manual is the property of the Team Chads. It is illegal to sell or distribute the UPM
without the consent of the property owner. Team Chads bear no responsibility whatsoever of any
consequences due to the misuse of the UPM.
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2.0 Overview
Heating and cooling of buildings constitute a major portion of the total energy use and is responsible for
about 13% of greenhouse gas emission from buildings. Free geothermal energy and sunlight can displace
a significant portion of building heating and cooling energy. The THEC is designed to use such free
energy to cool and heat houses and small buildings. Building owners are expected to save a significant
amount of energy cost on an annual basis.

Several features are made to distinguish this system from others. The features are: (1) automatic solar
panel tracking system to maximize sunlight harvesting; (2) Three temperature sensors for the air intake,
thermal storage medium and air outlet; (3) Automatic valve control to shut off outdoor air intake if its
temperature is colder than the heat exchange chamber; and (4) Bluetooth enabled to remote control the
system using cell phones.

Figure 2.1: The finalized geothermal heat exchanger

The sunlight tracking system used location data (latitude and longitude) and time to track the sun
movement in the sky so that sunlight is perpendicular to the solar panel at any time. The three temperature
sensors are made of RTD material with a long lifespan to avoid any malfunction of the system during its
lifespan. The automatic valve system is included in the system to avoid getting very cold air into the
system to avoid any decrease of its thermal efficiency. The bluetooth remote control is used in
combination with an app on a cell phone. This provides remote control of the system.

The heat exchange chamber consists of a box made of concrete and filled with a heat storage medium.
The heat storage medium itself is made of sand and water. A pipe system laid out in a serpentine form is
placed in a heat storage medium with two inlet and outlet. A circulating fan brings outdoor air from an
exterior pipe which connects with the pipe of the heat exchange chamber. Air exits from the chamber with
a warmer or cooler temperature depending on the outdoor temperature. The system is powered by a solar
panel that tracks the sun's movement. The figure below shows a schematic description of the system.
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Figure 2.1: The finalized geothermal heat exchanger

3.0 Getting started
3.1 Our System
Concrete is the best material for the body of the heat exchange chamber, but for concrete to form in a
preferable shape, a mold is needed. Our team used a hand crafted metal sheet box and a large plastic litter
box for the mold, we also drilled holes on them for the pipes to go through. We then acquired rubber pipes
from the campus and placed them through the longer side of the two boxes. Note that we had two pipes
inside of the inner box and in s-shape, this is for the system to have better airflow and heat exchange
efficiency. After the mold was settled, we filled the outer gap of the mold with concrete and we let it dry
for 48 hours. Lastly, the inner heat exchange chamber with the pipes needs to be filled with thermal
exchange mediums, in this case, our team used wet sand that was available at the campus. Figure 6.2
below shows the placement of the pipes and the main body of the heat exchange chamber.
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Figure 3.1: The heat exchange chamber before thermal storage medium (slurry) was added.

3.1.1 The Intake

The intake for our prototype consists of a blower fan, a filter, an arduino, and solar panels. The arduino is
connected with the blower fan, the solar panels, the photo sensor, the shut-off valve, and three
temperature sensors. The Arduino is programmed to rotate the solar panels toward the direction of an
apparent light source, close or open the shut-off valve and turn the pipes into a closed loop system
depending on the temperature returned by the temperature sensors, and turn on or off the blower fan when
receiving input. The intake should ideally be placed in a box above the ground level. Figure 6.3 below
shows the placement of the different components of the intake system.

Figure 3.2: Labeled diagram for the intake
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3.1.2 The pipe system

We have two systems, an open loop system where the air is taken from outside through the intake, and a
closed loop system where the air is taken from the house. Both systems send the air through the heat
exchanger and into the house. The return air pipe is used to take air from inside the house and bring it to
the entrance of the heat exchanger. The intake pipe takes the air from the intake. The both combine into a
singular pipe before entering the heat exchanger. Figure 6.4 below shows the placement of the pipes
outside of the heat exchange chamber.

Figure 3.3: Labeled diagram for the pipe system

3.1.3 The output

The output is the simplest sub-system of our prototype. The return air pipe that is used for the closed loop
system enters the basement of the home, and the pipe exiting the heat exchanger also enters the basement
of the home. The exiting pipe has a small sump pump to remove moisture, and an air filter at the end.
Figure 6.5 below shows the arrangement for the output system.
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Figure 3.4: Labeled diagram for the output

3.2 Configuration

The system is depicted as a block diagram. The arrows represent the direction of airflow.

Figure 3.1.1: The geothermal heat exchange system represented by block diagrams

3.3 User Access Considerations

The different users and/or groups that could be using the product include, but are not limited to;
homeowners, businesses, and essentially anyone who owns a building and operates its heating and
cooling system.

The wonderful thing about this system is that once it is installed, it is very low maintenance. It is entirely
controlled by bluetooth directly from an app in your phone, so no matter the users’ accessibility
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difficulties, whether they have restricted movement, are blind, or hard of hearing, the system is usable for
all. However, the app itself is not too user friendly. It does not simply change the status of the system with
a push of a button, rather, the proper one word code associated with the desired command must be typed
into the app. This is quite a learning curve, especially for elderly people who are maybe not as apt with
technology. We did not design the app, but if it were up to us, we would have created it with many
differences so that it could be more user friendly.

3.4 Accessing/setting-up the System

In order to operate the prototype, one must turn the Arduino on using the on/off switch. This will engage
all of the electrical components. Because we have solar power and battery power, it is not necessary to
plug the system in. To operate the system, one must have an app on their device called BlueFruit Connect.
Once the app is opened, you will be able to see ‘AdaFruit BlueFruit LE’, and you must press ‘connect’ in
order to connect to the bluetooth module. You then press ‘UART’, and to use the open loop system,
simply write the command ‘open’ and press enter. To use the closed loop system, write the command
‘close’ and press enter. To return the system to automatic where it relies on the temperature sensors to
determine whether it is a closed loop or an open loop, write ‘auto’ and press enter.

3.5 System Organization & Navigation

The system is organized in three main physical parts: the intake, the heat exchanger, and the home.

The intake is composed of a fan which takes in air and blows it into the first pipe of the system. The
intake also has a temperature sensor attached to it, and the rotating solar panels.

Between the intake and the heat exchanger, there is a solenoid valve that attaches the first pipe of the
system to the intake pipe. Then, there is an attachment where the return air pipe and the intake pipe
combine and enter the heat exchanger.

The heat exchanger is composed of four layers: the plastic shell, the cement, the metal box, and the slurry.
The attachment that was used to combine the return air pipe and the intake pipe enters the plastic shell. It
then splits into two rubber pipes that travel through the cement layer, through the metal box, and snake
back and forth through the slurry before exiting the other side.

In between the heat exchanger and the home, there is an attachment that recombines the two pipes that
snaked through the heat exchanger into one singular pipe. The singular pipe is called the exiting pipe, and
it travels through a venturi meter that is used as a sump pump. Alongside the heat exchanger and the
exiting pipe is the return air pipe that travels from the inlet to the home.

Entering the home is the exiting pipe and the return air pipe, however, the exiting pipe disperses air, while
the return air pipe sucks in air. On the end of the exiting pipe, there is an air filter.
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3.6 Exiting the System

If one wishes to leave the system on, but no longer have to control it, one can simply type ‘Auto’ as stated
in 3.3. This will turn the system to automatic, where it is regulated by the temperature sensors, and the
user does not have to do anything. If one wishes to shut down the system completely, simply press the
on/off button on the arduino. No further action is required.

4 Using the System
The following subsections provide detailed, step-by-step instructions on how to use the various

functions or features of the THEC. We will gloss over the two control types, manual control and
automatic control as well as their subsystems. Additionally, we will also take a look at the bluetooth
system that allows the user to be able to take full advantage of their geothermal system.

4.1 Automation

Figure 4.1.1: Image of the arduino in the system

Using an Arduino, the system can operate without any human interactions. The arduino can
determine itself whether the system should be in an open loop or closed loop state automatically by
comparing the temperature probes throughout the system. When the system is powered on, the system
automatically goes to an automatic state. This means that if a user simply wants to use the basics of the
system, there is no need for them to connect to the Bluetooth module.

4.1.1 Auto Temperature Hold

With “Auto Temperature Hold”, the user can tell the system to “learn” the temperature inside the
house and be able to hold it at that exact temperature. Once the command is sent, the system will
determine by itself whether or not to increase or decrease the temperature to keep the temperature inside
the house at the same level.
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4.2 Bluetooth Control

Figure 4.2.1: Image of the arduino with the bluetooth module

In our system, we used a bluetooth module to be able to communicate between the system and the
user's phone. To do this, the user must download the application called “Bluefruit Connect” (available on
both iOS and Android) and set up UART control to be able to send commands to the bluetooth module.
Using the bluetooth capabilities of the device allows you to unlock a lot of potential in your THEC
system. Using bluetooth, you can override and take manual control of the system if needed as well as
setting the desired temperature for the inside of the house. The device will be discoverable as “GNG 1103
Control Module”.

4.2.2 Manual Control

When manual control is taken by the user, the automation of the system disengages and allows
the user to override commands from the user's phone. This allows the user to push the envelope with
regards to the heating and cooling abilities of the system.

4.2.2.1 Open Loop

When the “Open Loop” command is activated, the system overrides and automatically opens the
solenoid valve and turns on the intake fan.

4.2.2.2 Closed Loop

When the “Closed Loop” command is activated, the system overrides and automatically closes
the solenoid valve and turns off the intake fan.
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4.2.2.3 View Temperatures

With “View Temperatures” the system displays the temperatures of the Outside, THEC & Inside
probes and shows the current and predicted status of the valve and fan on the user's phone.

4.2.2.4 Live View Temperatures

With “Live View Temperatures” the system displays the temperatures of the Outside, THEC &
Inside probes and shows the current and predicted status of the valve and fan. The display updates at 10
second intervals on the user's phone.

4.2.3 Automatic Control

In automation mode, inputting the command “Auto” sends the system in an automation state. If
this state is undefined, the system will default to state in which:

Open loop if:

Outside temp>THEC temp

Closed loop if:

Outside temp<THEC temp

However, this state can be changed by telling the system a desired temperature in “Temperature Set”

When the system is in automatic mode, the temperatures of the Outside, THEC & Inside probes and
shows the current status of the valve and fan are displayed on the users phone, updating every 10 seconds.

4.2.3.1 Temperature Set

When using “Temperature Set”, the user can set a desired inside temperature by inputting a
desired temperature in celsius. Once the temperature is set, the system will enter the following state:

Open loop if:

Outside>THEC temp

Inside temp>Set inside temp
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Closed loop if:

Outside<THEC temp

Inside temp<Set inside temp

5 Troubleshooting & Support

5.1 Error Messages or Behaviors

● Could not initialize Bluefruit module
○ Bluefruit module is connected but isn’t initializing. Please restart the device.

● Could not connect to Bluefruit module
○ Bluefruit module physically disconnected. Please physically inspect the device and insure

all wires are connected

● Invalid command
○ The imputed command is incorrect, please enter “Info” to view a list of supported

commands

5.2 Special Considerations

● Inspect the heat exchanger and make sure everything is plugging in and connected
○ This will ensure that there are no system errors in any component

● Inspect the heat exchanger to make sure there are no external damages
○ This is ensure that no components were broken from external forces causing the

exchanger no to function

● Check for damage on circuit board
○ This will ensure that there is no short circuiting or damage which will harm other

components on board.

5.3 Maintenance

● Clean out the exhaust valve
● Make sure circuit board is dry at all times
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● Clean solar panels to collect the most energy possible
● Clear cache on circuit board
● Clean blower fan
● Clean filter
● Clean intake pipe
● Clean air filter

5.4 Support

For emergency assistance and system support we are here for you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Please
contact the support team at 1 (800)-334-5564.

To report an Internal Issue please see 5.1, if this did not help please contact our support team through
phone call or email. Please State your reason for contact, what your issue is, how this issue came to be,
and how long you’ve had this issue.

To report an External Issue please see 5.2/5.3, if this did not help please contact our support team through
phone call or email. Please State your reason for contact, what your issue is, how this issue came to be,
and how long you’ve had this issue. If you send an email please include pictures of your Issue.

Internal Issues Support dial (1)

● Error codes dial (4) for (Kate)
● Mobile connection help dial (5) for (Liangyi)

External Issues Support dial (2)

● System not functioning dail (6) for (Rayane)
● Parts broken dail (7) for (Tristan)

Security Issues Support dial (3) for (Tristan)

Miscellaneous Issues Support dial (0) for (Anmol)

—------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Email Staff

Kate: KateV@Chads.com

Liangyi: LiangyiJ@Chads.com

Rayane: RayaneL@Chads.com

Tristan: TristanR@Chads.com
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Anmol: AnmolB@Chads.com

6 Product Documentation
For our final prototype of our geothermal heat exchanger, we decided to use concrete for the main body
and rubber pipes to exchange heat throughout the house, for that they were the most affordable and heat
conducting material that was available to us. We considered another option which is metal pipes and
plastic for the body of our prototype, however, they were less feasible since metal would rust in a humid
environment and concrete is more customizable and easy to operate. We first built a box out of free sheet
metals for the inner heat exchanger chamber, then we purchased a cheap plastic litter box that acts as an
outer wall for the chamber. Note that we only meant to use the inner metal box as a mold for the concrete
and we planned to remove it after the concrete dries, however, since this is only the prototype and the
concrete was stuck to the metal, we left the metal box in there to save effort. We then placed the metal
sheet box inside of the large litter box and attached pipes through holes that we drilled. Once all the pipes
were settled, we filled the gap between the boxes with concrete and we let it dry for 48 hours. At last, we
connected the pipes with a control valve, a sump pump, three temperature sensors, an input blower fan,
and an Arduino and we filled the inner metal box with wet sand. Figure below is a graphical
demonstration of our final prototype.
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Figure 6.1: Labeled photo of our final prototype

Our team had a budget of 100 dollars for the construction of our prototype. Therefore, saving money was
an important design consideration for us. As stated earlier, we tried to save money by utilizing free
materials such as concrete, sand, metal sheets, and rubber pipes that were available to us at the campus.
We also spent a lot of time online finding the most affordable electrical components that we needed. The
bills of materials below list all the materials or components that we paid for.

For our electrical system, we used an Arduino to be the main processor for our system. The user’s
experience was an important design consideration we had in mind, we programmed the arduino such that
it would turn the fan on and off automatically depending on the temperature detected by the temperature
sensors. Additionally, we wanted our product to be more convenient for the user, and thus we
implemented bluetooth control into our system. The user can send input signals to the Arduino with an
application on their smartphone to switch temperature modes or turn the system on and off.

The most crucial feature of our heat exchanger is that it is 100% environmentally friendly, which is why
we planned for it to be powered by solar panels only. In order to reduce the cost, we designed our system
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to be low tech and only the fan and the electrical system would have to be powered so that less energy is
needed. We also wanted our solar panels to be as efficient as possible, therefore we designed our solar
panels to be able to rotate to face the direction of incoming light sources so that it could extract energy
from the sun in a way that is most efficient throughout the day. The said features allowed less solar panels
to be installed and thus making our product more cost-friendly for the users.

6.1 Prototype

6.1.1 BOM (Bill of Materials)
Table 3: Bill of Materials

Material # of
units
needed

total
cost
(CDN)

reference for cost

Arduino 1 $9.00 https://makerstore.ca/shop/ols/products/arduino-uno-r3

Solar panel 1 $9.99 https://www.amazon.ca/uxcell-Solar-Panel-Module-Charg
er/dp/B073Y5J6ZG/ref=sr_1_1?crid=K7LZSH1LB1AF&
dd=FtOt4RAdk0rPC3N5Bd6kAA%2C%2C&keywords=s
olar+panels&qid=1648077685&refinements=p_90%3A11
828088011&rnid=11828086011&sprefix=solar+panels%2
Caps%2C85&sr=8-1

Temperature Sensor 1 $18.98 https://www.amazon.ca/gp/product/B012C597T0/ref=ppx_
yo_dt_b_asin_title_o02_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1

Solenoid valve 1 $10.87 https://www.amazon.ca/Solenoid-Electromagnetic-Automa
tic-Electrical-Equipment/dp/B07QC1BCVR/ref=sr_1_2?cr
id=OEIH7984LJRZ&keywords=solenoid+valve+3%2F4&
qid=1648078030&sprefix=solenoid+valve+3%2F4%2Cap
s%2C75&sr=8-2

12V Battery 5AH or
more

1 $10.87 https://www.accessotronik.com/product_p/ps-1250-f2_p22
8.htm

Inverter 120VAC —>
12VDC

1 $14.99 https://www.amazon.ca/Transforme-Switching-Charger-A
dapter-Security/dp/B07SV1R8LZ/ref=asc_df_B07SSWL2
41/?tag=googleshopc0c-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=3352
41483330&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=11316188114295
300145&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvc
mdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9000668&hvtargid=pla-9234
59210372&th=1

Plastic box 1 $4.00 dollar store

Epoxy glue 1 $1.75 dollar store

Relay #1 1 $4.61 https://www.accessotronik.com/product_p/az755-1c-5de_a
230.htm
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200g 3d printer filament 1 $11.24 https://gizmodorks.com/pla-filament-200-g-spool/

Relay #2 1 $7.13 https://www.accessotronik.com/product_p/az2100-1c-12de
_a230.htm

Sum of cost: $110.11

6.1.2 Equipment list
Table 4: Equipment List

Material needed What the material is needed for

Arduino System Automation, main interface

Photovoltaic panels Renewable energy source for the system

Temperature Sensor x2 System automation, detecting outside and inside
temperature

Solenoid valve System automation, closing inlet pipe

12V Battery 10AH or more System automation, backup power

Inverter 12VDC —> 120VAC System automation, allows for the blower fans to be
operated with renewable energy

120VAC Blower Fan System

Voltage regulator System, ensures the voltage coming from the solar panels is
useable and increases/decreases voltages if needed

Inverter 120VAC —> 12VDC System automation, allows the systems to run on “normal”
electricity

Sump Pump System, allows removal of water

Float Switch System automation, automatically engages and disengages
the sump pump

16 AWG wire System, allows electrical circuits to function

Paper towel rolls Pipes

Tape Hold things together
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6.1.3 Instructions

Heat Exchange Chamber

1. Obtain two boxes; one metal box that has the dimensions of 30 cm x 18 cm, and 10 cm deep; and
one plastic that has dimensions 45 cm x 30 cm and also 10 cm deep.

2. Place the metal box centered inside the plastic box and with a permanent marker, mark on both
boxes where the pipes will enter and exit, ensuring that the markings of box boxes are in line with
one another. Shown in the following figure are the four circles that should be marked on the two
boxes. Ensure that they line up, and cut holes that are ¾ inches in diameter in both boxes using a
laser cutter.

Figure 6.1.3.1: Diagram of the two boxes that formed the heat exchanger, and of the
aligning holes for the pipes to go through.

3. Obtain two ⅜ inch rubber pipes and arrange them both in a snaking pattern in the smaller metal
box. Put the leftmost ends of the two rubber pipes through one hole of the metal box and have the
two pipes continue and pass through the aligning hole of the plastic box. Do the same on the
rightmost side. Leave approximately one inch of piping sticking out on either side. In the
following figure, the two shades of green represent the two pipes.

Figure 6.1.3.2: Diagram of the two boxes with the rubber pipes snaking through them.
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4. With hot glue, seal the pipes in place and create a seal so that the hole that the piping travels
through is completely sealed around the pipes.

5. Fill the area between the two boxes with concrete and allow it to solidify for 24 hours.

Figure 6.1.3.3: The heat exchanger after the concrete solidified and the rubber pipes were
placed.

6. Once the concrete has solidified, create a cone shape out of electrical tape with the wider end
being ¾ inches and the smaller end being the ⅜ inches. This cone shape will be placed on one
side of the heat exchanger, overtop the two exiting pipes, and it will be used to combine the
airflow from the two pipes exiting the heat exchanger into one single pipe that will enter the
home.

7. Once the cone is placed over the two pipes and over the singular pipe that the airflow is combined
into, fasten the small venturi meter that acts as a sump pump onto the singular exiting pipe using
epoxy glue.

8. Fasten the same ⅜ inch pipe to the other side of the venturi meter, and finally, on the other end of
the pipe, add the mesh and secure it with a zip tie. This acts as the air filter. As shown in the
photo, we decided to use a piece of wood to simulate the wall of the house the pipe would be
entering. This is not necessary for the prototype, however, it helps people viewing the prototype
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imagine the full scale system.

Figure 6.1.3.4: The exiting pipe of the heat exchanger.

9. Now that the pipe exiting the heat exchanger is complete, focus on the entrance. Create a
cylindrical shape with tape, similar to the conical piece previously created, except for this time,
the diameter stays consistent at ¾ inches along the attachment. The attachment should be roughly
3 inches long to allow for air mixing and circulation. Feeding into the attachment should be both
the intake pipe, and the return air pipe. It is important that the intake pipe and the return air pipe
are fed into the attachment the same direction, as seen in the image. This is so that the air is sure
to flow into the heat exchange chamber, and not out the return air pipe. Use zip ties and tape to
ensure an air tight attachment. As shown in the photo, the attachment was made of both scotch
tape and electrical tape, although we recommend electrical tape as it provides a more air-tight
seal.

Figure 6.1.3.5: The attachment that attached the intake pipe and the return air pipe to the
entrance of the heat exchanger.
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10. The return air pipe is about 50 cm long. Now that the return air pipe is secured into the entrance
of the heat exchanger, take the other side and pull it around the heat exchanger, all the way to the
other end and through the wood panel that represents the home.

Figure 6.1.3.6: The return air pipe

11. Next, focus on the intake pipe. The intake pipe should be roughly 15 cm long. Attach the intake
pipe to the solenoid using electrical tape. As seen in the image, the solenoid valve is green. The
intake was put inside a cardboard box. This is not necessary for the prototype, however, our team
chose to do this to help the public visualize that the intake climbs upwards and emerges above
ground, and that the top of the box represents ground level.

Figure 6.1.3.7: The intake pipe attaching to the solenoid valve.

12. One the other side of the solenoid valve, attach a metal pipe. This metal pipe also attaches to the
fan. The fan is used as a fresh air inlet and blows all over the air directly into the metal pipe,
which in turn, blows air through the valve if it is open and then into the system. Place mesh over
the air inlet of the fan and secure it with hot glue. This acts as the intake air filter.
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Figure 6.1.3.8: Intake pipe attached to the fan      Figure 6.1.3.9: The filter on the intake fan

13. The next step is to add the solar panels. Glue the body of the rotating mechanism onto the inlet
fan, and then glue the rotating portion onto the solar panels.

Figure 6.1.3.10: The rotating attachment that attaches the air inlet fan and the solar panels.

14. Add the temperature sensors. Attach one the the inlet fan, put one inside the heat exchanger, and
attach one the the outlet of the exit pipe/ inlet of the home. In the image, the temperature sensors
are circled.
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Figure 6.1.3.11: The placement of the temperature sensors in the overall system

15. Now that the electrical is set up (the fan, the solar panels, the solenoid valve, the temperature
sensors), program the system using the arduino and a bluetooth module.

16. The final step is to fill the heat exchanger with a slurry of sand and water, and the heat exchanger
is complete.

6.2 Testing & Validation

Test ID: 1, Analyzing the integration of the heat exchanger in the system and the seals.

For this test we submerged the bottom portion of the heat exchanger in the bathtub. We did not submerge
the entire thing as we plan to leave the top open for observation for our final design. The goal of the
plastic is to protect the heat exchanger from groundwater. The plastic layer did its job very well.
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Figure 6.2.1: The heat exchanger submerged in water.

The plastic layer protected the heat exchanger and no bubbles emerged. However, we also submerged the
heat exchanger box itself and it did not fare well against the water. Water leaked in immediately. We drew
the conclusion that the connections will need to be sealed by epoxy glue. Even though the heat exchanger
box is protected from the groundwater by the concrete layer and the plastic layer, it will contain pipes
surrounded by a mixture of clay and water, so it must not leak. If it leaks, our clay may dry out and shrink,
potentially not surrounding the pipes completely. Another issue that may happen if it leaks is we may lose
heat. The corners have not been sealed by epoxy glue just yet, but that will occur this week.

Test ID: 2, Analyzing the dimensions of the heat exchanger and determining the perfect dimensions

In order to do this, knowing information on the size of the pipes we had access to was very valuable. On
the maker store website, we looked for pipes and found 1.5inch aluminum pipes for a great price. We
decided to use these pipes and then we began comparing a diameter of 1.5 inch pipes to different things.
We mostly used existing things we had around the house. We did initially want to create different sizes of
heat exchangers and test them and note the pros and cons of each size, but we realized that this was not
realistic so we just compared the diameter of the pipes we planned on using to arbitrary things, like boxes.
For example, one team member compared it to a large box and decided that the box was far too large for
1.5 inch pipes.
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Figure 6.2.2: We compared a large box to the diameter of the pipe.

Figure 6.2.3: We compared a small box to the diameter of the pipe.

After comparing several different sized things, we decided that a heat exchanger box
roughly the size of a shoe box would be the perfect size for what we want to accomplish. We
want it to be fairly small, as we want a feasible prototype, but we also want our 1.5 inch pipes to
comfortably snake through the heat exchanger box and leave space to be surrounded by a layer
of clay and water. Therefore, the results of this test gave us the perfect size for our heat
exchanger which ended up being 30cm long, 19cm wide, and 10.5cm deep.
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Test ID: 4, Assessing structural soundness of the heat exchanger

In order to do this, we attempted to compress the four sides of the heat exchanger all at  once.
This is considered to be around 200 Newtons [1] on each side at one time. The heat exchanger
held up just fine. Because the heat exchanger has an open top, we flipped it to simulate weight
bearing down on the top of the heat exchanger, as shown in the image.

Figure 6.2.4: The position of the heat exchanger box before we put weight on the top

A 170 pound male stood on top of the heat exchanger and it withstood the weight. This is almost 1700
Newtons of force. Our heat exchanger box is very strong and will have no trouble withstanding the weight
of the soil around it.

Test ID: 5, Getting feedback on the design

Just as we did for our prototype I, we wanted to obtain feedback from individuals who had no prior
knowledge of the project. It is always so easy to make sense of your own project, but the real challenge is
to show and explain it to a potential user and get feedback from them; ensuring that it is logical and that
users would actually be interested. The first bit of feedback that we received was general confusion.
Without the pipes in the heat exchanger, many wondered how it was going to work. After a thorough and
hopefully unbiased, factual explanation, the individuals that began as confused agreed that our heat
exchanger made a lot of sense, and really liked the box that we had created. We also received feedback
regarding how great of an idea it is to leave the top open for observation, which was encouraging. Other
than the initial confusion, all individuals said that it made lots of sense and that they would be happy to
invest in a product like this. We spoke to a couple of people that 10 were more familiar with the ideas of
conduction and convection, and they gave us valuable feedback regarding the layout of the pipes, which is
something we were debating. The two individuals who felt qualified to comment on this both agreed that
we should have our pipes snaking back and forth within the heat exchanger to create more surface area for
conduction from the warmed clay and water to the pipes, and more area for convection from the warm
pipes to the air circulating through them. This was extremely valuable as this was something that the team
was on the fence about as creating pipes that snake back and forth is not super easy, but now we are
confident that this is what we will do.
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations for
Future Work

Throughout the creation of this prototype we learned quite a few things. For starters, we
discovered how interesting coding can be. It allows you to easily add more features to the system without
needing to make a financial investment. However, this does have its limits as we ran into memory
problems without Arduino. We recommend using a Raspberry Pi to have better performance in the future.
Additionally, we had a lot of difficulty with attaching the pipes to the THEC. This is something that
should be taken into consideration in the future. We would recommend rebuilding the pipes with proper
fittings to ensure both a secure connection as well as an easy connection.

If we had more time to work on this project, we believe it would’ve been beneficial to add a sort
of heating element to this system. We believe this would help the system during the colder winter months
where the difference in temperature is greater and the temperature of the ground is inadequate for proper
heating. Additionally, should we have had more time, we would have liked to revisit our intake fan as we
had some difficulty with back flow from the air entering the pipes, a better fluid dynamics study could
help with this.

We believe that it would be important to add a fan after the THEC to ensure stronger airflow into
the house. Although the airflow entering the house was satisfactory, we believe that a lot of resistance was
occurring inside the THEC due to the bent pipes. For this reason, we believe that adding a fan after the
THEC to increase the speed of the air into the house would help. We were unable to add this feature as
well as the heating elements since the time and financial constraints were too important, however we do
believe that it would’ve been beneficial to do so.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX I: Design Files
Link to MakerRepo:
https://makerepo.com/LiangyiJinjing/1181.gng1103-d3-2-geothermal-heat-exchanger-chamber

Deliverable A: Team Contract
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-MKjpoVZAFMsM50U8dE80e9jSvmkt9eLXV2-nUyhcuQ/edit?us
p=sharing

Deliverable B: Needs Identification and Problem Statement
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18cpXlrevCYGkl-jhB8g52C0XPVB0oVA-D-wdZPnDUjs/edit?usp=
sharing

Deliverable C: Design Criteria and Target Specifications
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10yF_5P5WOhYL7lSOMeIq0JrYMSqOf56cfgastpIed8A/edit?usp=s
haring

Deliverable D: Conceptual Design
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Z5X2097ODNVwdHkW28S0zHhQAol7HbcPR2GOfrKwXWg/edi
t?usp=sharing

Deliverable E: Project Schedule and Cost
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-YRJUPpmPuJcdGirevK2lV-K6PX49faaRiJ-jbnEqO8/edit?usp=sh
aring

Deliverable F: Prototype I and Customer Feedback
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10aMv_X0jspK5XWgtgBdrkAy200u9YFPnbBcDtt38T3I/edit?usp=
sharing

Deliverable G: Prototype II and Customer Feedback
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1X8a3cR7fHVNRM91j4KEupXcJBomVNY6S_WCkGewO_d8/edit
?usp=sharing

Deliverable H: Prototype III and Customer Feedback
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YpAjW71upQ0wC5q3RKUHXw6ocP0fKYW5KIwB-y1md3o/edit?usp=shari
ng

Deliverable I: Design Showcase Presentation
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1VvYvgvhrGSjvu6qVeeREpdI7eRQonQji_yW-3s4cWZY/edit?us
p=sharing

Deliverable J: Final Presentation
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1tErGdrrc3CPTFlMvBwrkq6cB4ilI7meZ8nAnuYHo2BI/edit?usp
=sharing
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APPENDIX II: Special Thanks
We would like to thank the University of Ottawa for allowing us to utilize their engineering

facilities to develop our prototype leading up to design day. Additionally, we would also like to thank Dr.
Muslim Majeed and PM Ali Al-Zaidi for teaching us as well as guiding us throught the building process
of our prototype.

We would like to also give special thanks to our creators who made the prototype work as a
whole:

Kate Valentine: Team lead and THEC designer; Presenter

Tristan Ruel: Electrical & Software development; Presenter

Liangyi Jinjing:  THEC manufacturing and designer; Presenter

Anmol Brar: Virtual designer

Rayane Laouadi: Virtual designer

P.S. Dr. Majeed, we still have a pushup competition that needs to be settled ;) -Tristan
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